F. No. 16-4/2018/CB (part) Dated- 14.06.2019

To
All Chief General Managers
Territorial Circles/ Non-Territorial Circles, BSNL

Sub: Control of expenditure under the head vehicle running.

In Continuation of this office letter no. F.No.16-4/2018/CB (part) dated 22.11.2018, on the captured subject. Vehicle running expenses has been reviewed and it is found that there is no substantial reduction/saving in vehicle running expenses.

Therefore the competent authority has decided to follow the following instruction strictly:

1. All circles to switch to OLA/UBER taxi services from 1st July 2019 wherever OLA/UBER services are available.

2. All officers except CGM in Circle and Heads of SSAs shall avail the vehicle services from OLA/UBER Cab.

3. Vehicle hiring Tenders of the circle /SSAs to be short closed after observing all formalities.

4. In Circles/SSAs, where OLA/UBER Cab Services are not available, existing vehicles to be reduced by 50%.

5. Compliance report of implementation of OLA/UBER Cab services w.e.f. 1st July-2019 may be submitted to the Sr. GM (CFM) room no.509 BSNL Corporate office New Delhi on Email id “dmbfcibsnl@gmail.com” latest by 15th July’2019.

6. Wherever, vehicle of OLA/UBER cannot be availed due to operational reason such as transmission, specific approval of this office has to be taken.

This issues with the approval of the competent authority.

(Y.N. Singh)
Sr. GM (CFM)